Spring- Clamp Connection Terminal Blocks

1492-L3  Feed-through Terminal Block
1492-L3T  Feed-through Terminal Block with 2 points on one side
1492-L3Q  Feed-through Terminal Block with 2 points on each side

Specifications

Certifications

Voltage Rating

Maximum Current

Wire Range (Rated Cross Section)

Wire Strip Length

Density

Housing Temperature Range

Short-Circuit Current Rating (SCCR)

Terminal Blocks

Color

Group Marking Carrier

Other Accessories

Accessories

Jumpers

End Anchors and Retainers

Other Accessories

Receding Sleeves #30…1 #32…1

Reducing Sleeves #22…2 #22…1

Reducing Sleeves #18 AWG

Test Plug

Test Plug (Stackable)

Electrical Warning Plate

Group Marking Carrier

Marking Systems

Snap-In Marker Cards

Snap-In Marker Cards

Hinged Marker Cards
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